Abstract-In this paper, we define four types of fuzzy neurons and propose the structure of a four-layer feedforward fuzzy neural network (FNN) and its associated learning algorithm. The proposed four-layer FNN performs well when used to recognize shifted and distorted training patterns. When an input pattern is provided, the network first fuzzifies this pattern and then computes the similarities of this pattern to all of the learned patterns. The network then reaches a conclusion by selecting the learned pattern with the highest similarity and gives a nonfuzzy output. The 26 English alphabets and the 10 Arabic numerals, each represented by 16x 16 pixels, were used as original training patterns. In the simulation experiments, the original 36 exemplar patterns were shifted in eight directions by 1 pixel (6.25% to 8.84%) and 2 pixels (12.5'h to 17.68% ). After the FNN has been trained by the 36 exemplar patterns, the FNN can recall all of the learned patterns with recognition rate. It can also recognize patterns shifted by 1 pixel in eight directions with loo%, recognition rate and patterns shifted by 2 pixels in eight directions with an average recognition rate of 92.01%. After the FNN has been trained by the 36 exemplar patterns and 72 shifted patterns, it can recognize patterns shifted by 1 pixel with recognition rate and patterns shifted by 2 pixels with an average recognition rate of 98.61%. We have also tested the FNN with 10 kinds of distorted patterns for each of the 36 exemplars. The FNN can recognize all of the distorted patterns with 100% recognition rate. The proposed FNN can also be adapted for applications in some other pattern recognition problems.
I. INTRODUCTION NEURAL NETWORK (NN) has a massively parallel
A structure which is composed of many processing elements connected to each other through weights [ 11- [3] . Neural networks (NN's) are built after biological neural systems. A NN stores patterns with distributed coding and is a trainable nonlinear dynamic system. A NN has a faster response and a higher performance than those of a sequential digital computer in emulating the capabilities of the human brain. Recently, NN's have been used in pattem recognition problems, especially where input patterns are shifted in position and scale-changed. Fukushima et al. [4] , [SI have presented the Neocognitron, which is insensitive to translation and deformation of input patterns, and used it to recognize handprinted characters. However, the Neocognitron is complex Manuscript received July 2. 1992; revised February 14, 1994 and needs many cells. Carpenter and Grossberg [6] have proposed a self-organizing system which can classify patterns by adaptive resonance theory. However, a lot of internal exemplars including noise patterns are formed in the network. Martin and Pittman [7] have used a backpropagation (BP) learning network to recognize hand-printed letters and digits.
Guyon et al. [8] have designed a system for on-line recognition of handwritten characters for a touch terminal using a timedelay neural network and the BP algorithm. Fukumi et al. 191 have proposed a neural pattem recognition system trained by the BP algorithm which can be used to recognize rotated patterns. In [7] - [9] , the major problem lies in the lengthy training time of the BP algorithm which does not exist in the proposed fuzzy neural network. Perantonis and Lisboa 1101 have constructed a pattern recognition system which is invariant to the translation, rotation, and scale of an input pattern by high-order neural networks. However, the number of weights in such a network increases greatly with the order of the network. On the other hand, fuzzy logic [11]-[15] is a powerful tool for modeling human thinking and perception. Instead of bivalent propositions, fuzzy systems reason with multivalued sets. Fuzzy systems store rules and estimate sampled functions from linguistic input to linguistic output. It is believed that the effectiveness of the human brain is not only from precise cognition, but also from fuzzy concept, fuzzy judgment and fuzzy reasoning. Dealing with uncertainty is a common problem in pattern recognition. Fuzzy set theory has proved itself to be of significant importance in pattem recognition problems [ 121-[19] . Fuzzy methods are particularly useful when it is not reasonable to assume class density functions and statistical independence of features.
Some work have been carried out on fuzzy neural systems for pattern recognition. Kosko [14] has proposed a Fuzzy Associate Memory (FAM) which defined mappings between fuzzy sets. FAM used fuzzy matrices instead of fuzzy neurons to represent fuzzy associations. Yamakawa and Tomoda [ 171 have described a simple fuzzy neuron model and used in a neural network for application in character recognition problems. However, they did not describe the specific leaming algorithm for this network. Takagi et ul. [ 181 have constructed a structured neural network using the structure of fuzzy inference rules. This structured NN has better performance than ordinary NN's when used in pattem recognition problems. However, it is complicated to train this NN as it is composed of many small NN's. Machado and Rocha [20] have constructed a fuzzy connectionist expert system using combinatorial neural model (CNM). The CNM uses fuzzy numbers, fuzzy-AND neurons and fuzzy-OR neurons to classify patterns. It uses Hebb's rule to train the network. The attempt of building fuzzy neural systems for pattern recognition has achieved some successes. However, the existing systems are complex and there is not yet a simple fuzzy neural structure which can effectively deal with pattern recognition problems.
The objective of this research is to combine the features of fuzzy systems (with a ability to process fuzzy information using fuzzy algorithms) and the features of neural networks (with a learning ability and a high-speed parallel structure) to form a fuzzy neural network which can learn from environments. In this paper. we define a fuzzy neuron (FN), introduce four types of fuzzy neurons (FN's), and use them to construct a four-layer feedforward fuzzy neural network which can be applied to pattern recognition. We also propose a selforganizing learning algorithm for the four-layer feedforward FNN. The structure of this FNN is simple and its learning and recall speeds are fast. The third and fourth layers of the FNN are self-organized during learning.
In the next section, the definition of a FN and four types of FN's are given. In Section 111, we use different types of FN's in different layers to construct a four-layer feedforward FNN for recognizing shifted or distorted training pattems. A selforganizing learning algorithm for the four-layer feedforward FNN is presented in Section IV. In Section V, we give an analysis of this FNN. In Section VI, simulation results are given and the proposed feedforward FNN is compared with the Hamming network, which is composed of nonfuzzy neurons, in terms of recognition rates. Section VI1 gives conclusions on the proposed FNN when used in pattern recognition. Fig. 1 ( 2 ) z = min(w;xi) ,w,.c,] 
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E. Competitive-FN (Comp-F N )
such that
If a FN has a variable threshold T and only one output
where s is the state of the FN; t [ ] is the threshold function;
and Ck ( k = 1 to K ) are competitive variables of the FN. This FN is called a COMPETITIVE-FN or C O W -F N .
STRUCTURE OF THE FNN
The proposed FNN is a four-layer feedforward FNN as shown in Fig. 2 . The first layer is the input layer which accepts pattems into the network. We use INPUT-FN's in this layer. Each INPUT-FN in this layer corresponds to one pixel of an input pattern. The INPUT-FN's are displayed and indexed in two-dimension and the number of FN's in this layer is equal to the the total number of pixels of an input pattem.
Assuming each input pattem has N I x N z pixels, then the first layer has N I x Iv, INPUT-FN's. The algorithm of the (Z, j ) t h INPUT-FN in the first layer is:
where x,j is the (i,j)th pixel value of an input pattem ( x i j 2 0) and PvjnIax is the maximum pixel value among all input patterns.
The second layer is also displayed in two-dimension and consisted of N1 x N2 MAX-FN's. The purpose of this layer is to fuzzify input pattems through a weight function w [ m , n]. The state of the ( p , q)th MAX-FN in this layer is:
where w[p -i , q -j ] is the weight connecting the (i,j)th INPUT-FN in the first layer to the (p,q)th MAX-FN in the second layer which is defined by:
A plot of (13) for /3 = 0.3 is shown in Fig. 3 . By using this weight function, each FN in the second layer is just like a lens so that each FN focuses on one pixel of an input pattem but it also can see the surrounding pixels. How many pixels a FN can actually see is determined by the value of /3, which is to be decided by the learning algorithm. We also call w [ m , n ] the fuzzification function.
Each MAX-FN in this layer has M different outputs ( M is the number of FN's in the third layer), one for each FN in the third layer. The outputs of the (p.y)th MAX-FN in this layer are:
where y ! m is the rnth output of the ( p , q)th MAX-FN which is to be connected to the mth MIN-FN in the third layer. The output function , g p q m [ s~~] is to be determined by the leaming algorithm. For simplicity, we have chosen isosceles triangles with heights equal to 1 and base lengths equal to (Y (shown in Fig. 4) 
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and K as the total number of training pattems (for k = 1 to K ) . The steps of the leaming algorithm are:
Step 1. Create N I x NZ INPUT-FN's in the first layer and N I x Nz MAX-F"s in the second layer. Choose a value for a ( a 2 0) and a value for /3 (See Section VI for appropriate choices).
Step 2. Set M = 0 and k = 1.
Step 3. Set M = M + 1. Create the M t h MIN-FN in the third layer and the Mth COMP-FN in the fourth g p , J s P J ---layer. Set:
for p = 1 to N1,q = 1 to N2.
(20) where Opqm is the central point of the base of function gpqm [sFj] . What have to be determined by the leaming algorithm are the corresponding a and Opqm for every set of p , q and WL. We use MIN-F"s in the third layer. Each MIN-FN in the third layer represents one learned pattem. Hence, the number of MIN-FN's in the third layer, M , could be determined only
Step 3. 
where T is the activation threshold of all the COMP-FN's in the fourth layer.
IV. SELF-ORGANIZING LEARNING ALGORITHM OF THE FNN
The following parameters must be determined by the learning procedure: The parameters of the output functions of the MAX-FN's in the second layer, (I: and Elpllm (for each set of p , q and m); the parameter of the fuzzification function, !j; and the number of FN's in each of the third and fourth layers, M .
We define Tf as the fault tolerance of the FNN (0 5 ?'f 5 1)
V. ANALYSIS OF THE FNN
In Sections I11 and IV, we have developed the structure and the leaming algorithm of a four-layer feedforward fuzzy neural network for pattem recognition. Like neural networks, this F" is a parallel system which processes all the pixels of an input pattem simultaneously. The proposed FNN is adaptively organized or constructed during the leaming procedure. The proposed FNN is consisted of four types of fuzzy neurons, which can express and process fuzzy information and uses fuzzy algorithm to solve pattem recognition problems.
The first layer of the network accepts the data of an input pattem into the network. and takes the maximum value of all the weighted inputs as its state. The result of using MAX-FN's and using fuzzification weights is that one dark pixel in the input pattem will affect the states of several FN's in the second layer. Consequently, the dark pixels of the input pattem are fuzzified by the second layer of the FNN. The degree of an input pattem being fuzzified by the second layer depends on [j. The smaller the value of is, the more will be the numbers of FN's in the second layer affected by a dark pixel of an input pattern. This means that N controls the extent of fuzzification. If Y is too small, the FNN can not separate some distinct training pattems.
If , L? is too large, the FNN may lose its ability to recognize some shifted or distorted pattems. p should be so chosen such that all the distinct training pattems can be seuarated by the -_ FNN and the FNN has an acceptable recognition rate.
The ,mth output of the ( p , q)th MAX-FN in the second layer, yFdm, expresses the fuzzy concept with regard to the extent in which the pixel values around the (p,q)th pixel of the input pattem are similar to the pixel values around the (p, q)th pixel of the mth leamed pattem. The output function gpqm[.#] is in fact a membership function of this fuzzy set and it should contain information of the pixel values around the (p,q)th pixel of the mth leamed pattem. This is why we use Opqm to store such information in the Step 3 of the leaming algorithm. Consequently, the F" can recall all of the learned pattems.
The FN's in the third layer give the similarities of the input pattem to all of the learned pattems. As we use MIN-FN's in the third layer, the similarity of the input pattem X = {ztj} to the nith leamed pattem is computed by the FNN as the output of the mth MIN-FN in the third layer:
where SF; is the state of the (p,q)th MAX-FN in the second layer when input pattem is X. We can see from (22) that Q is a scope parameter and the value of N affects the computation of similarities. In order to cover all the possible pixel values, an appropriate choice of a is needed (see Section VI). When an input pattem X is one of the leamed pattems, there will be one similarity yE1 (where 1 5 m 5 M ) which equals to 1.
When the input pattem is not any of the leamed pattems, all of the M similarities are less than 1.
The output layer of the F" is used to do defuzzification and give nonfuzzy outputs. It chooses the maximum similarity as the activation threshold of all the COMP-FN's in the fourth layer. If yE1 is the maximum among all the outputs of the FN's in the third layer, then the output of the rnth COMP-FN in the fourth layer is 1 and the outputs of the other COMP-F"s in the fourth layer are 0. The recognition procedure of the proposed FNN is finished in four steps: input data (layer I); fuzzification (layer 2); fuzzy deduction (layer 3); and defuzzification (layer 4).
Using the self-organizing leaming algorithm proposed in this paper, the third and fourth layers of the F" are constructed during the leaming procedure. Additional training pattems could be learned at any time by restarting the leaming algorithm from the Step 2 with M = MO (MO is the number of previous leamed pattems). As a result, new additional FN's in the third and fourth layers will be added when distinct pattems are used in the additional training pattems. If a learned pattem or a pattem similar to one of the leamed pattems is fed to the FNN, the FNN will treat this pattem as a previous leamed pattem without relearning it. Whether an additional pattem will be treated as a distinct pattem or as a learned pattem is determined by the similarities of the additional pattem with all the leamed patterns, and by the leaming parameters a, ,# and Tf. Q and 13 affect the computation of similarities. Tf is the fault tolerance of the F". If one of the similarities of an input pattern is larger than or equal to 1 -T f , then this input pattem is treated as a previously leamed pattem. Otherwise, it is treated as a new distinct pattern. We can see that the learning of this F" can be a continual process. In other words, the FNN needs not to be completely trained before being used. This is somewhat like the leaming ability of the human brain. The proposed FNN is used to process 2-D pattems. The FN's in its first two layers are displayed and indexed in twodimension. Since the 2-D structure of the first two layers only affect the indexes of the connection weights between the first and the second layers, the FNN can be implemented in hardware as if it were a 1-D structure by using the corresponding 1 -D indexes of the connection weights. Besides being a fuzzy system, this F" also possesses the advantages of high-speed parallelism, and the leaming ability of neural networks.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have simulated the proposed four-layer feedforward FNN on 486-PC (33 MHz) using C language. 36 exemplar pattems (as shown in Fig. 5) parts (MP). Fig. 7 gives all the 10 kinds of distortions of four of the 36 exemplar patterns, exemplar C , exemplar H , exemplar 2, and exemplar 4. In the simulation experiments, 4 sets of pattems which contain the 36 exemplars and a variety of their shifted versions were used as training pattern sets. The pattems chosen in each set are listed in Table I . By using these 4 sets of training pattems, the F" was consisted From Table 11 , we note that if the same pattem is fed to the FNN several times, the FNN will store its features only once. If a pattem that is similar to one of the learned pattems (the similarity is larger than or equal to 1 -T f ) is fed to the FNN, the FNN will treat this pattern as a previously learned pattern without relearning it. If a pattem that is not similar to any of the learned patterns (all the similarities are less than 1 -'rf) is fed to the FNN. the FNN will treat this pattem as a distinct pattem and store its features. Table Ill indicates that if o value is large, T f should be small in order to obtain a FNN that can separate all the distinct training pattems. If the differences between distinct training patterns are small. both fi and T f should be small. From Table IV , we note that the selection of value will also affect the ability of the FNN in separating distinct training pattems. If the differences between distinct training patterns are small and T f is large, d should be large. From Tables 11, III , and IV, we can see that whether a pattem will be treated as a distinct pattern or as a learned pattern is determined by the similarities of the pattem to the learned pattems, and also by the learning parameters w . ! { and 7 j . Hence, the structure of the FNN is determined by the training parameters and the training patterns. The FNN can recall all of the learned distinct pattems. After being trained, the FNN was then tested using shifted and distorted pattems. The recognition time for each pattern is 1.9 CPU s. In order to analyze the effects of the learning parameters (k. ii' and TI on recognition rates, several experiments have been done. Shifted patterns have been provided to different FNN's trained by the Training Set 1 with different values of o , )j and T j . The recognition rates of these FNN's for all of the pattems shifted by 1 pixel are summariied in Tables V and VI.  From the results of Tables 11, 111 , IV. V, and VI, we note that if the FNN cannot separate all the distinct training patterns, Tables VI1 and VI11 give the recognition rates of the FNN with shifted patterns. When the FNN was trained by the Training Set I with (1 = 2.0, 0 = 0.3 and T f = 0.1, it can recognize patterns shifted by 1 pixel with loo%, recognition rate and patterns shifted by 2 pixels with an average recognition rate of 92.01'%1. When the FNN was trained by the Training Set 3 with = 2.U. /'I = 0.3 and Tf = 0.1, it can recognize pattems shifted by I pixel with 100%; recognition rate and patterns shifted by 2 pixels with an average recognition rate of 98.61%;. From these results, we can see that the recognition rate of the FNN becomes lower when the shiftings of the patterns are larger. However, the recognition rates can be improved by training the FNN with some more shifted patterns.
We have also tested the FNN with 10 kinds of distorted pattems for each of the 36 exemplars. The FNN can recognize all of the distorted pattems with 100% recognition rates when 
VII. CONCIJSION
In this paper, we have defined a fuzzy neuron, introduced four types of fuzzy neurons, and proposed a four-layer feedforward FNN with its associated learning algorithm which can be used in pattem recognition. The proposed FNN possesses the structure and learning ability of a neural network while using fuzzy algorithms to process patterns. The proposed FNN can leam additional new pattems at any time without releaming the leamed pattems or pattems similar to the leamed pattems. Only those new pattems with distinct features will be leamed by the FNN. The leaming speed of the proposed FNN is faster than that of a neural network using the backpropagation algorithm. The structure of this FNN is simple and its recognition time is fast. The proposed FNN performs well as demonstrated by the results obtained in the alphanumeric character recognition problem, even when the input pattems are shifted or distorted. The recognition rates of this FNN are higher than those of the Hamming network. The results of the proposed FNN suggest that the formulation of' a fuzzy neural network by combining the strengths of fuzzy logic and neural networks is fruitful. The proposed FNN can also be adapted for applications in some other pattern recognition problems.
